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Held Hostage
by “Trashers”
Curve-billed
Thrasher. Starr
County, Texas;
November 2004.
© Brian E. Small.

I

quietly unhook the screen door and stealthily
pick my way between the yellow flowering
spikes of red yucca and white, trumpet-shaped
sacred datura flowers. In the cool of a summer
morning, the daturas are luminous, having soaked
up moonlight all night. As the sun climbs higher,
they will close like a twisted rag and redirect their
energy to form the prickly seedpods that hang like
thorny lanterns beneath the leaves.
*!@#*! Ouch!
I’ve stepped too close to a rosebush and sport a long red scratch
105 Mission Ridge Road
down my calf. Sometimes even I
Corrales, New Mexico 87048 am amazed at the lengths to
which we go...
janetmruth@comcast.net
Whom do I blame for this
strange behavior? We are being held hostage by
“trashers.” Let me explain.
Birders have the strange, endearing habit of giv-

Janet M. Ruth
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ing birds nicknames that approximate their real
names. Tanagers become “teenagers,” quail become “Quaaludes,” and—my favorite—caracaras
become “face-faces” (the Spanish word for face is
cara). But perhaps the most accurate is when
thrashers become “trashers.”
The Curve-billed Thrasher is a well-known
denizen of arid shrublands in the Southwest. With
its familiar, loud whit wheet, it is one of my favorite
backyard birds in the desert near Albuquerque. A
ground forager, this thrasher probes with its long,
decurved bill for insects or seeds. Our sidewalk
and patio are littered with bark mulch, twigs, and
sand that foraging thrashers have tossed aside. Periodically I rescue a plant whose base has been
completely exposed by these diligent mulchtossers, and I console my husband as he grumbles
and sweeps the sidewalk again.
Back to the hostage situation. Is this a case of in-
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ternational terrorism? No. The Curve-billed Thrashers
have again built a nest in the cholla by our front sidewalk.
To minimize disturbance to the nesting pair, we are reduced
to creeping through the bushes. Alternate house exits are
currently blocked by nesting Mourning Doves. In a panic,
they blast off from their nest on an abandoned garbage can
whenever the electronic garage door opens or out of the
trumpet vine when we empty scraps into the compost bin,
threatening to bounce their eggs from the poorly tossed-together twigs that pass for a nest. But the stars of this story
are the thrashers, much more intrepid nest protectors.
Each year, the thrashers become more obvious in early
spring. They begin their activities in late April or early May.
Curve-billed Thrashers are partially migratory at the northern edge of their range. I suspect that some individuals in
Albuquerque move south in the winter, but we usually
record a few on the Albuquerque Christmas Bird Count.
The pair messes around in the cholla, fiddling with twigs
in the previous year’s nest, and then begins construction
on a new nest next door (10 centimeters away). I assume
this is the same pair as in the previous year. Pairs are
known to maintain permanent territories from one year to
the next and often locate nests only 30–100 meters from
the previous year’s nest. The base of the nest is composed
of dry twigs arranged in a loose but stable configuration
fortified by the cholla branches. Both male and female
build the nest.
Just as in the previous year, after having partially constructed a nest, the thrashers disappear. Is the neighborhood not to their liking? But they return in mid-May to
pick up construction where they’d left off. This pair appears to have several favorite nest spots within their territory, which can be two to four hectares. Likely they build
several partial or trial nests and then decide which one to
use first. In both years the first nest was in an as-yet-undiscovered location. Then, after they have fledged a first brood
or the nest has failed, they return to the partial nest in our
cholla for their second brood. In a subsequent year they
outfitted their first nest in our cholla, laid their first egg by
20 March, and fledged their young on 21 April.
One evening I watch a thrasher on the “nest” poking,
probing, and shifting twigs while the other perches nearby,
watching the proceedings. I hear them making little pair-
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bonding noises—purring, muttering, puttering murmurs—
the thrasher equivalent of whispered sweet nothings. After
the main nest body is constructed, they line it with fine
grasses. I observe one of the adults taking advantage of a
failed gardening experiment—a dead grass plant that I had
dug up and potted in hopes of eventual transplanting. It
reaches up, grasps a thin strand of dead grass and pulls
sharply until it comes loose.
26 May. There is a single blue-green egg in the nest! I do not
see the reddish-brown speckles described in the literature, but
observations are gained by rapid, surreptitious peeks when the
parents are away.
28 May. Three eggs.
29 May. Four eggs.
The literature says that Curve-billed Thrashers lay a single egg per day, with clutch size typically ranging from two
to four eggs. Based on the literature and our own observations the previous year (three eggs), I assumed that they
had concluded the clutch and begun incubating. Therefore
I was astounded when I peeked into the nest on 2 June and
discovered five eggs! Although not a new record, this is the
maximum recorded clutch size. Incubation did not begin
until the clutch was completed.
Subsequent observations support my theory that this is
the second brood of the year. I watch one adult accompanied by two obvious juveniles, with shorter, less-decurved
bills, darker, clearer streaking on the breast, and dark eyes.
They follow the adult around, begging and waiting to have
food stuffed down their throats. They are quickly nicknamed “widgets” based on the insistent call they make
while demanding attention. They are naïve about what
constitutes food, and they pick at everything. One adult incubates the second clutch of eggs, while the other chaperones the juvenile delinquents around trying to impress on
their little “widget” brains important things like:
This is food, this is not.
That is a predator.
Here is the seed block that the mammalian bipeds left out in
the back yard to pay us for trashing their garden!
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10 June (Incubation Day 11). Still five eggs
in the nest. The pair takes turns incubating.
Each exchange of duties involves loud chattering interactions. Once they are settled
into the nest, all I can see is a tail sticking
straight up, a decurved bill, and perhaps a
baleful yellow eye glaring back at me.
The thrashers are tenacious, sitting
tight on the nest even when someone
passes within two feet, unlike the fickle
Mourning Doves. I like to think they have
come to recognize that we mean them no
harm. Perhaps it comes from watching
the ridiculous manner in which we try to
avoid disturbing them. Then again, they
seem to have figured out my strategy for
sneaking a peek at the nest: I peer
through the screen door for the telltale
silhouette of a tail and bill. When it’s
missing, I quickly unhook the screen and
scurry over for a peek, standing on tiptoe
to see over the rim of the nest, trying not
to put my eye out on a cholla spine. Frequently a thrasher materializes magically
from the sand sage, swoops into the cholla, and scoots onto the nest before I have
a chance to see anything. It has become a
game with us, perhaps more so for me
than the thrashers. They never give alarm
calls, but silently foil my plans with a
fierce yellow stare.
The author’s house—and whole
life—were taken hostage by Curvebilled “Trashers.” All photographs
were taken by © Janet M. Ruth in her
Corrales, New Mexico, yard.
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12 June (Incubation Day 13). The first indication of new developments is during
parental nest exchange. The incoming bird is
carrying food! It perches on the nest, making
gentle, churring, muttering calls, and does
not immediately settle onto the nest. Instead
there is activity that I can’t see, and then the
thrasher flies away carrying what could be a
fecal sac or egg shell! I hurry out for a peek.
There are three very “just-hatched” babies
and two unhatched eggs! The hatchlings are
naked, with the exception of a little spiky
fuzz, and their bulbous heads are too heavy
to lift on their scrawny necks. They lie motionless and I cross my fingers,

hoping that they are okay. As I peer into their
prickly nursery, an adult returns and dives
directly into the cholla and sits on a branch.
As soon as I move back she slips onto the
nest. Incubation to hatching: 13 days.
By mid-June we are well into summer
and afternoon temperatures are in the
mid-90s, although it can be chilly at night.
The thrashers have a job keeping their
nestlings cool. When it gets really hot, the
brooding adult straddles the nest with its
wings slightly spread to provide shade. It
is too hot to actually sit on the young. The
parent opens its beak and pants, rapidly
vibrating its throat to cool off. The behavior is technically known as “gular flutter.”
15 June. There are now four hatchlings and
one unhatched egg, which eventually disappears. The nestlings are starting to show the
tips of wing feathers, although they are not
yet broken out of the sheaths. By 16 June
their bright yellow gapes are obvious.
Based on the assumption that the fourth
baby hatched on 13 June at the latest, I am
now calculating days from hatching to
fledging, making 14 June “Hatchling Day
One.”
On one occasion during the hatchling
period, a juvenile from the first brood
hangs around “widgeting,” peering into
the cholla, and picking at bits of bark on
the ground. The adult on the nest ignores
this behavior, perhaps hoping that the little delinquent will go away and stop drawing attention to the nest.
Indeed, the desert is not a safe place for
naked little thrashers. By placing their
nest in a prickly nursery, the parents challenge all predators (and curious mammalian bipeds) to approach. Undeterred
by the formidable thorns, the prospective
villains keep trying. Occasionally I hear
a loud, rapid snap-snap-snap and see
a Greater Roadrunner peering curiously
continued on page 92
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continued from page 90

into the thorny fortress and snapping its bill. And sometimes a deep croaking alerts me to a hungry Common
Raven. On those occasions I must admit to interfering with
“the way of things.” I know I won’t be around all the time
and then it will be up to the thrashers. I have not seen the
adults mob or otherwise aggressively respond to interlopers, but they do scrunch down in the nest so as to practically disappear.
The threats to nestling survival were brought home in
graphic detail one previous year when the thrashers nested
in the same cholla. After watching the entire nesting drama
and tip-toeing around three large prospective “widgets”
teetering on the brink of fledging, I witnessed “Nature, red
in tooth and claw.” I was in my study with the window
open when suddenly there was a terrible commotion, accented with parental shrieks and nestling cries. I ran out in
time to see the carnage but not the guilty party, although
the cooing and bill-snapping outside the wall were all the
information I needed: The roadrunner had struck.
The parents screamed and flew around in a panic. One
nestling had become an unwilling fledgling, hopping around
desperately on the ground below the cholla. Another was already dead, impaled improbably on a cholla branch. The
third had tumbled from the nest and been impaled on its
back in the cholla where it screeched and struggled to free itself. I climbed onto the wall and managed to free it while collecting a shoulderful of cholla spines. The youngster appeared very much alive and I placed it in the protected patio
with its nest mate. Unfortunately I found it dead the following day; apparently its injuries were greater than was apparent. So, one out of three robust nestlings actually made it to
“widget-hood.” Life is tenuous for thrashers.
19 June (Hatchling Day 6). When I peek into the nest, there
are only three nestlings; no sign of the fourth, but no evidence
of violence. Maybe it died and was removed, or maybe there
was partial brood predation of the nest.
Food limitation likely determines whether all hatchlings
are fed and survive to fledge. Although this pair started out
with five eggs and then four nestlings, perhaps the prey
base was only sufficient to support three. The chick that
hatched last was probably smaller and weaker and couldn’t
compete with its nest-mates. Adults provide food to the
most aggressive chicks, and the fourth probably starved.
This may seem appalling, but it ensures that the strongest
offspring survive. Production of four weaker fledglings
could mean the loss of the entire brood.
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21 June (Hatchling Day 8). The three nestlings are now fairly
large and their eyes are open. Because it is hot and the parents
spend more time foraging to fill three hungry mouths, they are
crouched in the nest and performing gular flutter.
23 June (Hatchling Day 10). The “three stooges” look pretty
goofy! They have tufted, downy head feathers and the pinfeathers on their wings and tails are well sprouted.
26 June (Hatchling Day 13). Nestlings are now almost fledglings; they are sitting “next door” in the old nest. Little fluff remains on their plumage, and they are alert and skittish. I am
particularly careful for fear of causing them to fledge prematurely. They clamber back and forth clumsily between the two
nests. They are noisy, producing single chip notes, and for the
first time, I hear the “widget” call.
27 June (Day 14). One is now officially a fledgling! It hops on
the ground near the cholla. When it sees me, it panics and
heads for the safety of the nest, clambering up through the
prickly branches while both parents hover nearby giving
alarm calls. I can see another hatchling in the nest. 14 days
from hatching to fledging.
By the next day, all three nestlings have fledged. They
regularly climb back into the cholla when threatened and
monotonously issue “widget” calls to anyone who will listen. And then, within another day, they are gone from the
nest vicinity. For several days we hear fledgling chip notes
and “widgets” around the house. I never see them return to
the nest cholla after that.
30 June. I study two youngsters trailing after an adult. They
watch intently when the parent finds an anthill, grabs individual ants, and feeds them. They watch while more bark is flung
about in the search for hapless insects. They do no foraging
themselves beyond half-hearted pecking at objects of no nutritional value. One picks up a large piece of bark and carries it
around proudly for a moment before discarding it; learning to
forage for food is a trial-and-error affair. The parents discover
the suet in the basket feeder, which we almost threw away because it was turning into a greasy, drippy mess in the 100-degree heat. An additional protein source! They land on the
hanging basket, swinging back and forth, reach through the
wire, rip off a chunk, and fly away with the loot.
The “widgets” are comical. They hop along the ground,
continued on page 94
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trip over something, take fright at some
inanimate object, and flutter off the
ground momentarily. They thrash about
in a shrub and flap their wings to keep
their balance on a branch. I haven’t seen
more than two fledglings at any one
time, and I fear that one has succumbed
to the threats of the big wide world.
4 July. Today is noteworthy for several
reasons other than the holiday. While
gardening, I hear the telltale sounds of a
“widget” thrashing about in the large
saltbush. I look up in time to see an adult
fly up and over the house followed by
three fledglings! They have all survived
after all!
As I open the front screen door, I revel in
the fact that I no longer have to skulk
through the bushes. I can finally deadhead the roses, tend to the flowers growing below the nest, and remove the drooping branch from the bottom of the cholla.
But I am pulled up short. There is a
thrasher in the cholla! And she appears to
be cleaning out the nest. She settles into
the nest cup and gives a little wiggle or
two to make sure that it still fits; and then
she stays there. I can’t believe it! Last year
the pair did return to clean out the remaining fecal sacs, but they never re-nested. Is she planning to start a third brood?
Third broods are noted as “occasional” in
the literature. By afternoon, when I peer
into the nest there is a single blue-green
egg; this time I look more closely and see
that it is speckled with tiny brown spots.
Oh, no! Here we go again!

Visit us at
www.aba.org

Epilogue
The thrashers did lay a third clutch
(four eggs), and a single “widget”
fledged on 5 August. The following
year a pair laid its first clutch in late
March in the same cholla, a second in
late May, and a third in mid August,
which was abandoned with three eggs
in early September.
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